
Science: This term we will be learning 

about the human circulatory system and 

discuss the respiratory system as well as 

investigating light.  In addition to this we will 

consider the importance 

of diet and nutrition  and 

the impact on the body.   

Whole Class Text:  

Title: Letters From The 

Lighthouse. 

Author: Emma Carroll 

Enquiry Question : 

How were children affected by the 

events of WW II?  

English: 

In Reading we will be focussing on our comprehension 

skills and we will explore the themes from the book. 

We will focus on looking at the choice of language 

used and the intended effect on the audience.  

In Writing we will be developing our written skills 

drafting and editing our own narratives and writing 

letters. We will focus on the use of both formal and 

informal language and how this is used to inform as 

well as persuade others.  We will continue to develop 

our use of appropriate grammar, punc-

tuation and spellings.  

Mathematics: 

This term Year 6 will focus on : 

*The four main operations - Addition, Subtraction, 

Multiplication and Division. 

*Place value - up to 10,000,000 

*Negative numbers  

*Estimating / Rounding 

Art/D.T/Music: 

In Music Year 6 will be studying the English 

composer Gustav Holst. We will focus on 

his  orchestral suite ‘The Planets’. 

In  DT we will be planning, designing and 

creating our own gas masks and 

will consider suitable materials, 

weight, size and durability. 

R.E./P.S.H.E: 

This half term we will focus on  

Judaism and specifically the impact of the 

holocaust on the Jewish 

 population. 

*We will explore the values of Respect, Empa-

thy and Equality. 

History/ Geography : 

What was the reason for WW II? 

Why was Britain involved in WW II? 

What effect did 

WW II have on 

British economics 

P.E.: 

*Every Monday afternoon: 

6C - Fitness 

6W—Fitness 

6F—Fitness 

Home Learning: 

*Research why WW II started and who was involved. 

*Use the knowledge organisers provided to learn and understand key events 

and vocabulary. 

*Read books and poems from the war which provide an account of what it was 

like during this time. 

*Spend time discussing and comparing how we live now to what it would be 

like living during the war. 

 


